
 
Day 11 - Ridge Regression 
 
Agenda:




Review - Bias Variance Tradeoff
•
Ridge Regression
•
Analytical Formula for Solution to Ridge Regression
•
Background - Singular Value Decompositions
•
Ridge Regression and Bias Variance Tradeoff
•





















































































































































































BiagVarianceTradeoff

Standard Statistical ML story

q

th overfitting

have lower bias but
Ui

If complexity is too high
it overfits data variance term
dominates test ErrorMinglexity
after a certain threshold

larger models are worse

Modern Story based on Neural Nets

Test Error Can decrease as
Error model complexity continues increasing

jj And it can be lower than in
underparameterized regime

Phenomenon double descentMinglexity

Ferparametrized larger models are betterunderpartameterid

regimeregime







Ridge Regression 































































































So far we have used MLE to estimate model

parameters from data

Concern over fitting

Fitting data w a degree M polynomial
Example

yunderfittingI
0 data
noiseless
function

best fit
degree M
polynomial

overfitting

One way to reduce overfitting

use a hypothesis class with lower complexity
fewer unknown parameters

Another way
add regularization

















































































A possible indication of overfitting

is having very large learned parameters

This often happens when features are highly correlated

IÉFÉÉ

predictors that have large
values of unknown parameters

New formulation for least squares

Given data Xinyi an
w Xie Rd TIER

where y Ot E W Eek has Nro of entries

ridge regression problem
Estimate O by solving

min Hy 011 t 4110112

o
la penalization la regularization

weight decay
solution is given by

ridge
TX Idea Xty

W Idea ded Identity matrix dy





























































Solution to ridge regression problem








































What do solutions look like

4 0 1 1

X is too

too low high

É

X is min Hy ON't411011
about 0

right
degree 9 polynomial

Let YEIR kenned

The unique solution to

min Hy 011 t 4110112

Gerd

is Erm TX Ident Tty






































































































Proof Let froe 1110 yl 411011

Tfios 2kt XO y t 210

set 7810 0

2xt Xo y 2 0 0

Xtra xtyt 40 0

Ktx Ideal O tty
txt X Iaaf Tty

Note thimatrixicalways invertible if I o
why





Background in Linear Algebra - Singular Value Decomposition
































































































SVD of a square matrix

suppose AE IR An sus of A is givenby

A Vert
where U is ded matrix w orthonormal

columns

is ded matrix w orthonormal columns

I is diagonal w
nonnegative Entries 9,02 od

where Gil Ott 10

The columns of U are the left singular vectors of A
v right singular vectors

The diagonal entries of E are the singular values of A

ftp.itfoai.EE
Note A set Ui Un is orthonormal if Ilvill I for all i

Vi Vi o if its

The is entry of Utu Utu I if J
O if it

so U has orthonormal columns it UtU Id ed
dd






































































































Geometric Picture of SVD

know
V2 to OzV2

Linear operators map the unit circle to an ellipsoid

The left singular vectors provide the principal axes of

the ellipsoid

Alternatively any A is a diagonal matrix it the

domain range spaces use the right bases

Given antibiosis v Va of Ird
it ve firs via than the coefficients

of X in the basis V Va is given by

V Vtt XVtx

So Sus can be interpreted as























Example














































































A U E Vt
m win

convert put input vector
from basis diagonal

in basis givenby V
given by U operator

You can use SVD to manipulate matrices easily

show that if Ae IR is invertible

and As UE ut is suo of A then

At V E tut

Proof If E is invertible Gado

Otherwise Va would be in null space of

A and hence A isn't invertible

We will show A VE Ut In

AVE UE Vert ve ut
En

5 89
g ve e ut

In
outI É to In

an






































































































SVD of a tall rectangular matrix

Let A Mnd wined

An sus of A is given by

A UE Vt
w U Ned matrix w orthonormal columns

E did diagonal nonnegative matrix

w decreasing values along diagonal

ded matrix w orthonormal columns

A fight
Note Utv Id but wut In it dont

Vtv Id Vvt Id







Questions about SVD: 




(a) From an SVD, how can you find the range of a matrix?











(b) From an SVD, how can you find the null space of a matrix?









(c) From an SVD, how can you find the rank of a matrix?









(d) What happens to an SVD if you negate a matrix?









(e) Is the SVD of a matrix unique?











(f) From an SVD of the matrix A, what is an SVD of the matrix A + lambda I?













(g) What is the relationship of the SVD of a (nonsquare) matrix A with the eigenvector 
decomposition of A A^t and A^t A


















t ustttIUS.IT
AGA VE utUE ut

A Vert vent
AAt Vert retut

U EEtut
V Es Ut

Eigenvalue
decamp
of Att Eating of singvalues







Ridge Regression and the Bias Variance Tradeoff 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Suppose data x Yifan n
follows the distribution

Y XIE E W E Nro o

That is

y Ott E

Let I UE Vt be the SVD of where E diag o Oa

The ridge regression estimate of Ot is

ridge V dial Iggy VtÉ Vdiagffy Iggy Ute

Fat Fist

Let's analyze bias and variance of fridge

Note IE É 0 So first term control's bias

first term doesnt depend on E So second term controls varianc

Analyze
sis

ridge
Vvt

ridge
if 4 0

signal

Unbiased

it p
signal

ridge O biased



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Justification of ridge regression estimate








Bias increases with X

ridge
if 4 0 rig 0 low variance

Analyze
noise

it too 813 Vdigits alute
highvariance

118 11 EY To
Variance decreases with X

Observe X trades off between bias variance

ridge

Let EIR ye IR

By formula above

ridge xtxtXIafxty ktxtXIafxtfxo.tte

Let UE Vt be the sus of X where

U ned matrix with orthonormal columns

dad matrix with orthonormal columns

E dad diagonal matrix diag 0 i Oa W 0078 1 0

Note Ate vetutuevt VEIEVE
Vert

JE Ia



So
ridge

VE'vttXIf Atx at txt

I ve'vtttI Certo Verte

I rut visitant Eve'utatvetute

V E't XI vefrevtottretute

VIE TITLE'VE E Ute

V CE't TE Vt
VIET TIME UTE

Note E't XIII diag Ex oat

ridge V diag off gg
vt0ttVdiagfgysgylute


